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SEATTLE ARTS & LECTURES ADDS AN EVENING WITH ACTOR & COMEDIAN
ALEC BALDWIN ON APRIL 14, 2017
Seattle, WA— December 21, 2016: Seattle Arts & Lectures (SAL) announces the
addition of an event on April 14, 2017 with actor and comedian Alec Baldwin. He is
known for his roles in many popular films including Beetlejuice, Glengarry Glen Ross,
and The Departed; his wildly popular character Jack Donaghy on Tina Fey’s irreverent
series, 30 Rock; and, of course, for his most recent portrayal of Donald Trump on SNL.
This event will celebrate Baldwin’s new memoir, Nevertheless, to be released on April 4,
2017.
In this candid, fearless memoir, Baldwin transcends his public persona, revealing facets
of his life he has long kept private. He introduces readers to the Long Island child who
felt burdened by his family’s financial strains and his parents’ unhappy marriage; the
Washington, DC, college student preparing for a career in politics; the self-named
"Love Taxi" who helped friends solve their romantic problems while neglecting his own;
the young soap actor learning from giants of the theatre; the addict who struggles with
sobriety; the husband and father who acknowledges his failings and battles to
overcome them; and the consummate professional for whom the work is everything.
Tickets are $10 for Students (no book included), $60 for one General ticket and one
book, $95 for two General tickets and one book, $100 for one Patron ticket and one
book, or $175 for two Patron tickets and one book. Tickets are available online at
lectures.org or by phone at 206.621.2230 x10.
This event is part of the SAL Presents Series highlighting authors, artists, and prominent
thinkers discussing their latest work.
Seattle Arts & Lectures’ 2016/17 Season is presented by the Seattle Times.
About Seattle Arts & Lectures: Founded in 1987, Seattle Arts & Lectures champions
the literary arts by engaging and inspiring readers and writers of all generations in the
Puget Sound region. SAL's programs include the Literary Arts Series, Poetry Series,
Women You Need to Know, SAL Presents, Hinge, Sherman Alexie Loves; and Writers in
the Schools (WITS), an award-winning reading and writing program that places
professional writers in public elementary, middle, and high schools. For more
information about SAL, visit lectures.org.
Photos available upon request.
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